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Abstract
It has been the focus of much debate for scholars studying the Gongsun longzi
公孫龍子 whether his most famous sophistry, “White Horse is Not a Horse” (bai
ma fei ma 白馬非馬), is a proclamation of the Chinese version of a theory of
universals. This paper aims to analyze and understand the true implications of
“Baimalun” 白馬論 (White Horse Dialogue), by comparing it to the terms and
metaphors often used by Gongsun Long’s contemporaries and not to concepts of
Western philosophy.
For example, in the chapter “Zhiwulun” 指物論 (On Cognition and Things),
Gongsun Long claims that zhi 指 (cognition) may have binary significance, before
and after its addition to external things. This two-fold definition of key terms is
found in both the Xunzi 荀子 and Mozi 墨子: a single character is used to signify
human faculty, both before and after its contact with external stimulus. This pattern
is repeated in the “Baimalun” chapter: the term horse may customarily refer to both
a horse of undecided color or before its combination with color, and a horse of fixed
color or after its combination with color.
In the theories of the Hundred Schools, materials composed of undecided
characteristics that turn into inflexible objects through external intervention are often
used as metaphors for changes in human nature. This pattern, repeated in both
“Zhiwulun” and the “Baimalun,” may indicate that the white horse, as an object of
fixed characteristics, was used as an analogue for the changeability of human nature
through education or social interaction, whether for good or bad.
While Xunzi and Mozi stop at pointing out the dual meaning of the key terms,
Gongsun Long tends to stress the difference between the two, therefore “White Horse
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is Not a Horse.” His inclination to emphasize the non-identity of one’s inner nature
and one’s response to external intervention may provide a valuable clue to the true
agenda hidden behind his sophistries.
Keywords: Gongsun longzi, “Baimalun”, human nature, external stimulus, theory of
universals
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1. Introduction
“White Horse is Not a Horse” (bai ma fei ma 白馬非馬) is an ancient
Chinese sophism attributed to Gongsun Long 公孫龍, who lived circa
325–250 BCE during the Warring States period. He is roughly contemporary
with Xunzi 荀子 (c. 298-238 BCE), Zhuangzi 莊子 (c. 369-289 BCE) and
Hanfeizi 韓非子 (c. 280-233 BCE), who mention him by name or teaching
in their records. He is the only member of the School of Names who left
behind a document of detailed argument—an eponymous collection of essays,
Gongsun longzi 公孫龍子, the first chapter of which is an effort to prove
why “White Horse is Not a Horse.”
Fung Yu-lan 馮友蘭 (1894-1990), upon introducing Gongsun Long to
English speaking readers with his book A History of Chinese Philosophy,
compared the Chinese sophist to Plato.1 According to Fung, the ancient
advocate of the School of Names is the founder of a Chinese version of
a theory of universals; his famous sophism is in fact a proclamation that
the “idea” of a horse is non-identical to any white horse, or horses of any
specific color as particulars.2
A. C. Graham, among other Western scholars, argues that this Chinese
theory of abstracts is highly improbable.3 Instead, Graham interprets the
“Baimalun” 白馬論 (White Horse Dialogue) chapter as part of a discourse
on whole and parts that continues throughout the first three chapters of the
Gongsun longzi, the only parts which Graham believes to be authentic.4
Graham initially believed the discourse on the white horse to be a
confusion of class membership and identity. In other words, “White Horse is
Not a Horse” does not mean that a white horse is not a member of the horse
class, but rather that white horse is not identical to horse.5 Many of the classical
Chinese interpreters seem to take this ambiguity for granted and focus instead
on the character of the relationship between the concept of white horse and
horse. Well-known names such as Mou Zongsan 牟宗三 (1909-1995), Xu
1
2
3
4
5

A History of Chinese Philosophy was published under the romanization “Fung Yu-lan,” but
alternative spellings of 馮友蘭 include Feng Youlan and Feng Yu Lan.
Fung, A History of Chinese Philosophy, vol. 1, 203-205.
Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 193.
Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 166.
Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 180.
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Fuguan 徐復觀 (1902-1982) and Hu Shih 胡適 (1891-1962) explain, albeit with
different vocabulary, that Gongsun Long believed the subordinate and
superordinate concepts were independent of each other as opposed to one
including the other because they are concepts and not actual groups of horses.6
Based on Graham’s earlier works on Gongsun Long, Hansen suggests
that the White Horse dialogue can be explained by the mereological
ontology that is characteristic of the ancient Chinese. Mereology is the
formal study of the logical properties of the relation between part and whole.
According to Hansen, all nouns in the Chinese language share similar
characteristics to the mass nouns in the English language, in the way that
a cup of milk is a small part of some imaginary whole that is referred to
by the term “milk.” For an English speaker, a horse is one unit among many
others that are identifiable as belonging to the group of horse, owing to
the existence of a universal horse; for a Chinese speaker, a horse is part
of a whole mass of horse-stuff.7
According to Hansen, Gongsun Long is discussing the compound baima
白馬 (white horse) as he would another sort of compound word such as
niuma 牛馬 (oxen and horses) which is a group comprised of oxen and
horses; baima and niuma being two different kinds of compound words
introduced in the Mozi 墨子. If white horse is to be considered a compound
of white-stuff and horse-stuff, just as in the group of oxen and horses, some
are oxen and some are horse and some are not oxen and some are not horse,
so in white horse some part is not white and some part is not horse. Because
it is also true some part is white and some part is horse, both the propositions
“White Horse is Not a Horse” and “White Horse is Horse” are true.
Graham, agreeing with Hansen that Gongsun Long ostensibly declared
white horse to be a compound of white and horse, authored a second
interpretation of the Gonsun longzi. He makes the claim that since Gongsun
Long explains the compound of white and horse as an addition of color to
shape, the character ma 馬 (horse) is used ambiguously in this sophistry as
both the animal itself and the shape of the animal. Sometimes a name for
part of the thing can be used to represent the entire thing, such as when the
word “blade” is used to refer to the entire sword. Nonetheless, a blade (horse
as shape) is not a sword (white horse as compound of shape and color).8
6
7
8

Mou, Mingjia yu xunzi, 103; Xu, Gongsun longzi jiangshu, 10; and Hu, Zhongguo zhexueshi
dagang, 235.
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Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 193-215.
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If Graham’s interpretation is to be believed then what is Gongsun Long
trying to tell us, by repeatedly making such a mundane claim as “part is not
whole,” in phrases that are exceedingly difficult to interpret? On the other
hand, if Fung’s interpretation is to be believed, as suggests Cheng Chung-ying,
are there other schools of Chinese thought which might have influenced
Gongsun Long into coming up with such an original idea, pun intended?9
Some significant Korean scholars take this line of thought and build their
theories on it, as do—for instance Kang Ji Yeon or Kim Chul Shin.10 Kim,
based on the theory of universals, develops an understanding of the Gongsun
longzi that closely resembles Berkeley’s subjective idealism.11
In this paper, the two main chapters of Gongsun longzi, namely the
“Baimalun” and “Zhiwulun” 指物論 (On Cognition and Things), are
compared for similarities—against phrases in the Mozi, Mengzi 孟子, Xunzi
荀子, and also against each other to prove that the white horse is in fact
an analogue for human nature transforming through external influence.
It will be shown that what we discover in the “Zhiwulun” chapter are
patterns identical to those found in a set of definitions of terms concerning
human nature—one of the major philosophical topics of the time—in the
Mozi and Xunzi. Chapters from the Mengzi, Xunzi and Mozi will also show
that flexible materials that become fixed in color, shape or any other
characteristic through external intervention were often used as analogues for
human nature, which changes through education, rules of propriety, law
enforcement or some other outside influence. Additionally, two chapters of
the Gongsun longzi that apparently deal with two entirely different topics
share a distinct pattern of logic and similar uses of vocabulary; this leads
us to believe that one—the “Baimalun” chapter—is in fact an analogue for
the other—the “Zhiwulun” chapter.
While Gongsun Long has alternately been considered either completely
lacking in any philosophical value or lauded as the only thinker in ancient China
to spontaneously come up with the Platonic theory of universals, he was never
attributed with a theory of human nature, self-discipline, an ideal ruler or nation,
or any such concept that is characteristic of pre-Qin Hundred Schools of
9

Cheng, “Kong-sun Long: White Horse and Other Issues,” 341-354.
Kang, “Gongson ryongja haeseok-ui jemunje bipan,” 310-327.
11 Kim, “Gongson ryongja-ui se juseok-e daehan tadangseong gochal,” 156-178. Kim does
not make the explicit claim that Gongsun Long’s philosophy resembles that of Berkeley’s.
However, I have construed his interpretation that there is no “objective” world outside the
human mind according to Gongsun Long as closely resembling Berkeley’s subjective
idealism. Kim’s work is first of the few that have taken this line of thought.
10
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thought. Is it possible that the major thinkers of the time considered Gongsun
Long, someone whose only contribution was to argue “the part is not the
whole,” so important as to quote and mock him by name? Can “Baimalun,”
having intrigued so many of his contemporaries, be entirely separate from the
single most debated topic of the time: the ideal human being?
Although it seems highly improbable that this should be the case,
Gongsun Long’s philosophical value as a peer who exchanged ideas on
human nature has yet to be proven. This paper is the first part of a series
of attempts to place Gongsun Long within the web of philosophical
communication among the Hundred Schools, on how human beings complete
themselves as part of society and how rulers as complete beings influence
all under heaven.

2. Rectifying Names: The Dual Significance of Capacity and Contact
In the chapter “Zhiwulun” two seemingly contradictory propositions are
pronounced by Gongsun Long.12 The first appears at the beginning of the
treatise, while the second one comes almost at the end. Let us leave the
translations unfinished and neutral until the significance of each term and
the entire passage becomes clear. The structure of the two propositions looks
like this:
No wu not zhi, zhi not zhi.13
Zhi not not zhi, zhi + wu not zhi.14

So, if such a question is at all possible, is zhi “zhi” or is it “not zhi”?
What is it that is “not zhi”, if it isn’t zhi that is “not zhi”? Notwithstanding
the obvious contradiction between the two sentences, the paradoxical sentence
“zhi not zhi” contained in the first proposition is a problem one must solve
in order to approach the “Zhiwulun.” In the first phrase Gongsun Long claims
12

13
14

The name of the chapter, “Zhiwulun,” means the treatise on zhi and wu, which Graham
translates respectively as “pointing” and “things.” Although I refer to Graham’s interpretation
of the relationship between the two concepts, I suggest new definitions for the two characters,
making it difficult to use a single translation for the key terms. As a solution, I will use
the transliteration “zhi” during the first part of my argument where I discuss Graham’s
interpretation, but later use “cognition,” my translation for the character zhi 指.
Gongsun longzi, “Zhiwulun”: “物莫非指而指非指.”
Gongsun longzi, “Zhiwulun”: “指非非指也, 指與物非指也.”
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“zhi not zhi” but in the second sentence he changes his statement to “zhi
NOT ‘not zhi’,” and also that it is “zhi added to wu” that is “not zhi.”
Graham interprets the second proposition as “It is not that to point out
is not to point it out, it is pointing out combined with things which is not
pointing it out.”15 Using Graham’s grammatical structure for interpretation
(minus the translation “point out”), let us add some more words to our first
rough try at deciphering the sophistry.
Zhi not not zhi, zhi + wu not zhi →
It is not that zhi is not zhi, but it is zhi added to wu that is not zhi.

Judging from the fact that both zhi and zhi + wu are considered possible
candidates for what is not zhi, it can be deduced that zhi could be used in
place of what is in fact zhi + wu. This pattern is quite similar to Graham’s
analysis of the ambiguity in “Baimalun,” where “blade” sometimes refers
to sword as blade plus handle, but also to blade itself.
Graham does focus on the ambiguity of zhi, or “pointing” as is his
translation of the term. His interpretation is that in some sentences, the act
of pointing is directed at the general world, so it “points out” nothing, but
in some cases, some specific thing is in fact “pointed” at. So there are two
different types of pointing in the “Zhiwulun”; pointing A—which is a general
kind of pointing with no specific object; and pointing B—which is a coupling
of an act of pointing and a specific thing, depicted in the “Zhiwulun” using
phrases such as zhi yu wu 指與物 (“pointing out” added to things) or wu
zhi 物指 (thing-pointing).
Graham claims that throughout the entire work of Gonsun Longzi, the
single repeated theme is that the part—even though it may use the same
name as the whole—is not the part. As Kang points out, Graham’s
part-whole theory cannot solve the question of why Gongsun Long claimed
that there are no parts in the whole, as in the chapter “Tongbianlun” 通變論
(On Understanding Transformation) where he says there is no yi 一 (one),
nor upper stroke, nor lower stroke, in er 二 (two), even though it is among
the first half of the document that Graham believes is authentic.16
Therefore, although Hansen’s understanding of the Chinese language as
mereological combined with Graham’s part-whole theory—understanding the

15
16

Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 215.
Kang, “Gongson ryongja haeseok-ui jemunje bipan,” 314.
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key concepts in “Baimalun” and “Zhiwulun” as ambiguous terms that may
refer to both part and whole at different times—is enlightening, we might
build on their interpretation to figure out what kind of part-whole ambiguity
would have been influenced by and given influence to other thinkers of the
Hundred Schools era, and also have solved the problem of there being no
part in the whole.
In the “Baimalun” chapter, Graham read white and horse as the two
parts that comprise the horse as a whole, based on the letter yu 與. In the
“Zhiwulun” chapter, the character yu is again used to refer to the addition
of the act of pointing and the object that is being pointed at. Pointing at
a certain object is “pointing added to object.” Which means even though
Gongsun Long uses the same term yu to signify “addition,” the way Graham
divides them into respective parts differs.
So what if the part-whole in “Zhiwulun” is not pointing at the world
at large vs. pointing at specific objects, but instead the act or faculty of
pointing, in itself, vs. pointing to some object, or pointing “added to” (yu
與) object? If white is part as opposed to white horse as whole, then pointing
can be part as opposed to thing-pointing as whole—divided where the
“addition” respectively takes place. This ambiguity between faculty itself vs.
the moment of contact with external object is repeated in some documents
roughly contemporary with Gongsun Long.
Chang Won-Tae points out this pattern of dual-definition in relation to
some key terms used in the human nature theories contained in several
documents of the Hundred Schools era, namely the Xunzi and Mozi.17 The
following paragraphs are part of the Mozi, and they define the term zhi 知
(perception) in two different ways.18
Jing 經 (Canons): Perception is a capacity.
Jingshuo 經說 (Explanations): Perception: With regard to the capacity of
perceiving, it is how one perceives [objects] but does not vouch perception.
It is like [good] eyesight.
Jing: Perception is contacting.
Jingshuo: Perception: With regard to perceiving, it is through one’s
17
18

Chang, “Jeonguk sidae inseongnon-ui hyeongseong-gwa jeongae,” 94-97.
Although the character zhi 知 is often translated as “to know” or “knowledge,” zhi in
Classical Chinese is more of a physical experience using all five senses, mostly the faculty
of touch, rather than a mental process. As a responsive faculty to external stimuli, the term
“to perceive” seems to be the appropriate English counterpart.
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perceiving [capacity] “passing” a thing that one is able to form an
impression of it. It is like seeing.19

The two definitions are a) capacity and b) contact. Human beings are
equipped with the capacity of perception, regardless of whether one is in
contact with the object of perception or is in the action of perception at
the time; the capacity is there and it is what allows any action or result
of perceiving, but capacity itself does not guarantee any result. In that
respect, capacity is like good eyesight. A person with 20/20 vision is well
equipped, but that capacity alone does not vouch for any visual results. The
lighting may be bad, there might not be anything to see, and the person
may not have opened his or her eyes in the first place. The first definition
is the “faculty” of perception human beings are born with.
The second significance of perception is what happens in the instant
human faculty is in contact with an external object. In the second definition
of perception, the first meaning of perception of capacity is used, and vice
versa. The perceiving capacity, coming in contact with an external object,
is what results in the act of perception of a certain object. In Gongsun Long’s
terms, the perceiving [capacity] combined with the object is the perceiving
[of object]; or perceiving is both whole and part. As with the case of pointing
that is both part and whole, one might go so far as to claim that perception
is not perception; or it is not that perception is not perception, but it is
perception combined with object that is not perception. . . so on and so forth.
In fact, further along the Mozi, it reads:
Jing: To sleep is for perception to not have perception.20

In this phrase, the two definitions of perception are used without
explanation so its meaning seems ambiguous or even paradoxical. But using
the dual definition, we are able to decipher its meaning as “to sleep is for
the perceptive capacity to not have any perceptive experience,” which is in
fact an apt definition of sleep.
Xunzi, who shared Gongsun Long’s concern for “zhengming” 正名
(rectifying names), also penned a paragraph full of such dual definitions of
important terms:
19
20

Mozi, 40.3: “知, 材也.”; 42.3: “知也者, 所以知也, 而不必知, 若明.”; 40.5: “知, 接也.”; 42.5:
“知, 知也者以其知過物而能貌之, 若見.”
Mozi, 40.23: “臥, 知無知也.”
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What characterizes a man from birth is called his “nature” [xing 性].
What is produced out of the harmony of inborn nature, out of the
sensibilities of the organ combining [with external things] and the senses
responding to stimuli, and what from birth is effortless and spontaneous
is called “nature.”21

Here, “nature” is at once what is there from birth—a capacity so to speak—
or what is inborn; and how the inborn nature, as a response to stimuli—or
contact with external objects—effortlessly and spontaneously produces in
actions or emotions. Xunzi also uses a similar pairing with perception.
The means of perceiving which is within man is called “perception”
Perception that has an object of combination is called “perception.”22

Although two different characters zhi 知 and zhi 智 were used,
annotators take the second zhi 智 to be a typo for the first, so this seems
to be another case of inter-definition of the two branches of meaning of a
single character: perception, as capacity, is the means of perceiving, and
perception as contact is when that capacity meets an external object.23
As both later Mohists and Xunzi use this pattern of definition for terms
concerning a human capacity that interacts with external influences, i.e.
perception, [human] nature, ability, conscious exertion, etc., one might assume
that this knowledge that “perception” signifies both the innate capacity and
the moment of experience went beyond the borders of a single School.
As capacity and/or contact, what is the main difference that separates
the two meanings of perception: nature or ability? The phrase that Xunzi uses
over and over again is he 合 (combination) of the human capacity and external
object. The human capacity to feel, to think, to act does not disappear when
there are no sensory objects to stimulate it. In sleep, one cannot say that one’s
capacity to feel is completely gone, as it lays dormant but only temporarily.
The capacity is there, even before the external stimulus; unconnected to any
specific sensory object but completely open to any experience specifically
because it is unconnected. In the case of a sensory experience, on the other

21

22
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Xunzi, “Zhengming” 正名 (On Rectification of Names): “生之所以然者謂之性. 性之和所生,
精合感應, 不事而自然謂之性.” Refer to the translation of Knoblock, Xunzi: A Translation
and Study of the Complete Works, Vol. 3, 127.
Xunzi, “Zhengming”: “所以知之在人者謂之知. 知有所合謂之智.” Refer to the translation of
Knoblock, Xunzi: A Translation and Study of the Complete Works, Vol. 3, 127.
Wang, Xunzi jijie, “Zhengming”, 3.
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hand, the capacity is “fixed,” or limited to a certain object: in Xunzi’s terms,
it is “combined,” and in Mozi (c. 470-391 BCE)’s “contacted.”
For Gongsun Long as well, this dual definition also holds true for zhi
指. As is the case with Graham’s translation, the first and foremost
significance of zhi is “finger” or “to point” with a finger. Nonetheless,
pointing to some such visible object with a finger, or indicating some unseen
object or idea with a spoken or written word, or reminding someone of
places, theories or habits by designation might all fall into the category of
zhi. Pang Pu goes as far as to translate Gongsun Long’s zhi as consciousness
or thinking process.24
Although it might be too farfetched to include the entire process of
abstract or logical thinking in zhi, it is probable that this vocabulary at least
covers the area of the mind being provoked to recognize concrete things
and abstract ideas, either by direct contact or by mention of a word. Amongst
the terms which indicate such an intellectual process, the word “cognition”
seems most appropriate.
Since we have taken the long way round and finally decided on an
appropriate term for zhi, let’s return to our unfinished translation of the
“Zhiwulun.”
It is not that zhi 指 is not zhi, but it is zhi + wu 物 that is not zhi.
→ It’s not that cognition is not cognition, but it is cognition combined
with external object that is not the same as cognition [before addition].

Gongsun Long is stating that cognition as a function or capacity, is not
the same as cognition as contact or experience. Here, as opposed to Mozi’s
“contact” and Xunzi’s “combination,” Gongsun Long uses the term “add,”
a character he also uses in the “Baimalun.” In the “Zhiwulun,” “add” is used
to describe contact between cognitive faculty and external objects.
Near the end of the chapter, he also makes the following statements
concerning the addition of cognitive faculty and external objects.
Should there be no cognition of things in the world, what could we say
that it is not cognition?
How is it that it depends on the things, and only in being added to them
be deemed cognition?25

24

Pang, Gongsun longzi quanyi, 29.
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If we take away the negatives and question forms, it translates to “what
I mean by ‘x is not cognition’ it is in fact that ‘cognition of objects
(object-cognition) is not cognition’,” and “cognition [as capacity] that is not
added to external things can also be called cognition.” Therefore, cognition
before the addition may also be called cognition, but cognition before
addition is not the same as cognition after addition. Thus, object-cognition
is not cognition, but may be called cognition; or to make it even more
confusing, cognition is not cognition.
The paradox in the “Zhiwulun” is no longer a paradox, the same way
the definition of sleep in the Mozi was not a paradox once the double
meaning of the “perceptions” was taken into account. That is, one’s capacity
of perception before stimuli, or one’s nature before the intervention of social
institution or such external influence, is not the same as what happens on
the moment of contact: there is a fusion of the two parts, there is recognition
and response to external stimulus; what was tranquil is aroused and changed.
The same may be said of the capacity of cognition. When some specific
object is connected to the capacity of cognition, there is some instant
reaction, so the faculty is no longer a “capacity” capable of connection to
any possible thing, but a cognition of a single particular object; it is no
longer the same.
This progression from before stimulus to after stimulus in the key terms
of human nature theory in the Xunzi and Mozi is the beginning of the
question of how humans are transformed from beast-like creatures to sages.
How does human faculty, the shape one is born with, react to outside
stimulus—objects of desire, social norms, human contact, reward and
punishment—to adjust to society? “Zhiwulun,” like so many of its
contemporary documents, is a discussion on the possibility of change in
human nature.
But what of “Baimalun”? Human nature, perception, exertion, ability
or cognition can all be understood to have dual meanings, but is it possible
for “horse” or “white” to have two such definitions?
The key to solving this question is the fact that “white horse” or similar
objects with fixed or unfixed characteristics have long been used as
analogues in the debate surrounding human nature among the scholars of
the Hundred Schools.

25

Gongsun longzi, “Zhiwulun”: “使天下無物指, 誰徑謂非指? . . . 奚待于物而乃與爲指.”
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2.1. The Metaphor of the Flexible Material in the Hundred Schools
Xunzi, notorious for his claim that “human nature is evil,” did not exactly
assume that all individuals have the innate urge to harm others or wreak
havoc on society—it is simply that he did not believe good behavior comes
without an education. Because human desire has no limit but the objects
of such desire do, chaos is inevitable—such is the reasoning behind the
assertion that all humankind is evil. Thus, what Xunzi actually said about
human beings is that in the face of desirable objects, they desire
them—which is somewhat hard to dispute.
For his argument that human nature is not born complete but needs a
touch-up by an external force—such as an education on the rules of propriety
formulated by generations of Sages—Xunzi compares human nature to soft,
unshaped clay or other unfinished materials which require craftsmanship.
When the potter shapes the clay to create the vessel, this is the creation
of the acquired nature of the potter and not the product of anything inherent
in his inborn nature. When an artisan carves a vessel out of a piece of
wood, it is the creation of his acquired nature and not the product of his
inborn nature.26

In the above quote, the potter and the artisan stand for sages who are
creators of rules of propriety. Someone poses the question: if Sages were able
to make these rules, then would not it mean such rules were part of human
nature itself ? Xunzi denies that it is so, by giving the above example of
craftsmanship. Sages—or artisans—are able to form roof shingles or wooden
dishes—rules of propriety, or human execution of them—out of unshaped clay
or a chunk of shapeless wood—human nature in its unfixed form.
In this analogue, potentially chaos-wreaking humans with no fixed rules
are transformed into rule abiding gentlemen through the addition of the
external force of sagely teaching to original human nature; and materials that
are shapeless and therefore capable of becoming anything become fixed in
shape, through the external force of the craftsman’s skill.
Chang points out that Mozi also postulates analogues of such kind
concerning human nature, making it a pattern among the thinkers of the

26

Xunzi, “Xinge” 性惡 (Human Nature is Evil): “夫陶人埏埴而生瓦, 然則瓦埴豈陶人之性也哉?
工人斲木而生器, 然則器木豈工人之性也哉?” Translation is from Knoblock, Xunzi: A
Translation and Study of the Complete Works, Vol. 3, 153.
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Hundred Schools who believed humankind in its natural state is prone to
create chaos and therefore should be subject to training.27
When [Master Mozi] saw someone dying silk, he sighed and said: “When
something is dyed by blue, it becomes blue. When it is dyed by yellow,
it becomes yellow. When what enters changes its color changes.”28

This is an analogue used to warn rulers about who to keep near and who
to be wary of. By addition of the external force that is color dye, threads that
were of no fixed color before will become fixed in colors of blue, yellow or
any other. Likewise, impressionable rulers with no fixed political tendencies and
therefore with endless possibilities are compared to uncolored threads; rulers
with fixed fates after association with good or bad lieges are dyed threads.
Xunzi and Mozi are both advocates of the theory that human beings
in their natural state cause only chaos, but through education (or more of
an enlightenment through the teachings of Mozi in the case of the latter)
can become entirely new beings committed to keeping to even the harshest
of rules. They share the pattern of this analogy of flexible material becoming
fixed in form, and this pattern becomes most apparent in the Mengzi, in the
dispute with Gaozi (years unknown).
Chapter 6A of the Mengzi begins with four dialogues between Mengzi
and Gaozi, all of which center on whether human nature is innately good.
In the first two dialogues, Gaozi, who does not agree with Mengzi’s kindly
take on human morality, compares human nature to the bendy willow tree
that has no fixed shape, or swirling water with no fixed direction. These
flexible materials attain a certain settled characteristic through some
external influence, such as an artisan’s skill of bending the willow to form
cups, or a worker digging a ditch for the water to flow through. Again,
the pattern repeated here is that flexible material added to external force
equals fixed characteristic.
In 6A.3 and 6A.4, Gaozi reveals what he believes human nature to be
about—it is what one is born with, so in other words, an appetite for food
and sex is all there is to it. It is quite interesting that Mengzi and Gaozi
both make their arguments using analogues of white objects. For the purpose
of this paper, the philosophical dispute between the two ancient thinkers is
27
28

Chang, “Jeonguk sidae inseongnon-ui hyeongseong-gwa jeongae,” 131-141.
Mozi, 3.1: “見染絲者而歎, 曰, ‘染于蒼則蒼, 染于黃則黃, 所入者變, 其色亦變’.” Refer to the
translation of Johnston, The Mozi: A Complete Translation, 15.
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less important than their understanding of the significance of the white
objects and their whiteness.
When Gaozi claims that “nature means what is inborn” (xing zhi wei
sheng 性之爲生) Mengzi plays on words and asks whether he means it as
“white means white” (bai zhi wei bai 白之爲白), to which question Gaozi
readily agrees. By getting Gaozi to agree that xing 性 (nature) to sheng 生
(inborn) is as bai 白 (white) to bai, Mengzi reaches the conclusion that Gaozi
believes the natures of dogs and cows are the same as humans; Mengzi and
Gaozi both agree that the “whiteness” in any white object is identical to
that in any other. Even though Mengzi seems quite confident of his triumph,
Gaozi, who thought human nature merely consisted of appetites for food and
sex, would have readily agreed to the fact that human nature was equal to
any animal’s, let alone that of the dog or the cow.29
Regardless, the thing for us to take notice of here is that once again, a
white object is used as an analogue for human nature. Furthermore, the fact
that Mengzi uses the comparison that “white of white feathers is the white of
snow, and the white of snow is the white of white jade” as his closing “smoking
gun” to prove Gaozi wrong, signifies the distinction of whiteness in various
objects must have been widespread across the thinkers of the Hundred Schools.
Whereas Gaozi suggests that objects of a certain color (white in this
instance) are a fine allegory of his understanding of human nature, Mengzi
makes it clear that he disagrees with Gaozi’s take. Gaozi uses the analogue
of materials without fixed form or direction to describe human nature in its
amoral state; he is able to separate shape and direction from an object. If
he can discuss the identity of whiteness in different white objects, is he
capable of separating whiteness from objects as well? From this discussion
of different white objects and shapeless or directionless materials that are
used as an analogue for human nature, can the ancient mind move on to
use an object that is colorless—or without a fixed color—as another analogue
for human nature? The development seems quite a natural one.
So let us go on to compare the two chapters of “Zhiwulun” and
“Baimalun” against each other, to prove the point that the white horse was
in fact used as a metaphor for externally influenced human nature, as
opposed to the “colorless” horse which stands for human nature in its calm
state prior to outside stimulus.
29

Mengzi, 6A.3: “告子曰, ‘生之謂性.’ 孟子曰, ‘生之謂性也, 猶白之謂白與?’ 曰 ‘然.’ ‘白羽之白
也, 猶白雪之白, 白雪之白猶白玉之白與?’ 曰 ‘然.’ ‘然則犬之性猶牛之性, 牛之性猶人之性與?’”
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2.2. Addition Yu 與 and Transformation Bian 變 in the Gongsun longzi
As already discussed above, the addition of white to horse, or object to the
faculty of cognition, were both described using the character yu.
Horse is what is used to refer to the shape. White is what is used to refer
to color. What refers to color is not what refers to shape.
White horse is horse added to white. Is horse added to white identical to
horse? That is why I say, “White Horse is not Horse.”30

As both Hansen and Graham noted, Gongsun Long considers white
horse an addition of white and horse, or a compound of white and horse.
A compound of two elements cannot be identical to only one of the
constituent elements. In the “Zhiwulun,” cognition of objects is expressed
as “addition of an object to cognition” (zhi yu wu 指與物). According to
Gongsun Long, horse before the addition of any color is horse as shape,
but the interlocutor understands horse as entire horse and fails to comprehend
his reasoning. In “Zhiwulun,” the character zhi may signify the cognitive
faculty only, or the moment of cognition when faculty meets external
stimulus. In both cases, the ambiguity is horse or cognition itself, and the
addition of an external object: horse and color or cognition and object.
The following is a simplified form of the final paragraph of the
“Baimalun.”

30
31

p White is white with
no fixed place.

p’ Horse is non-selective
concerning color.31

q White horse is white with
a fixed place.

q’ White horse is selective
concerning color.

r White with fixed place is
not white.

r’ The non-selective is
not the selective.

Gongsun longzi, “Baimalun”: “所以命形也, 白者, 所以命色也. 命色者非命形也. 白馬者, 馬與
白也, 馬與白馬也? 故曰, ‘白馬非馬也’.”
Gongsun longzi, “Baimalun”: “曰, 白者不定所白, 忘之而可也. 白馬者, 言白定所白也. 定所白
者, 非白也. 馬者, 無去取于色, 故黃, 黑皆所以應. 白馬者, 有去取于色, 黃·黑馬皆所以色去, 故
唯白馬獨可以應耳. 無去者非有去也, 故曰, ‘白馬非馬’.” Graham translates 定所白 and 不定所
白 as “white with fixed place” and “white with no fixed place,” as respectively “[white
that does] not fix anything as white” and “[white that does] fix something as white.”
According to Graham’s interpretation, it is not white that is or is not fixed; it is horse
or some other object that is fixed as white. Annotators such as Pang Pu or Xu Fuguan,
by translating 定所 as a fixed location for white to connect to, lend a dual meaning to
white as fixed and unfixed, just as horse is ambiguous, thereby making the parallel between
propositions p, q, r and p’, q’, r’ complete.
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In the above passage, Gongsun Long makes two arguments concerning
the non-identity of what is fixed and not fixed, first centering on white (p,
q, r), and then on horse (p’, q’, r’). Gongsun Long’s point is clear: white
horse and horse are different because one is selective—or fixed in color—and
the other is not, and so the difference between white horse and white is
the same. “White with fixed place” means white that is only applied to a
limited location; white horse is white combined only with horse and with
no other object; white stone is white combined with stone and no other
object. So because p is not q, paradoxical propositions mentioned above,
such as perception is not perception (zhi wu zhi 知無知) or cognition is not
cognition (zhi fei zhi 指非指), are again repeated in proposition r and r’ —
“White is Not White” and “Horse is Not Horse (r’ in another form as horse
is the non-selective and white horse is the selective)”—therefore finally
taking off the disguised form of “White Horse is Not Horse.”
The parallels between the two chapters are quite substantial, considering
the strangeness of the arguments. The chapters center around a paradoxical
“A is not A” proposition; it turns out A is in fact an ambiguous term
signifying both A itself or A+B (A≠B); although A+B may also be called
A, Gongsun Long makes it a point to stress that A before the addition of
B is also A.
Combined with other examples of the Hundred School tendency to make
metaphors of human nature using flexible materials of unfixed characteristics,
and the parallels between the “Zhiwulun” and the “Baimalun,” it would be
safe to assume that the horse of undecided color that becomes fixed in color
through the addition of an external object is an analogue of undecided human
nature, before the intervention of some external stimulus that becomes “fixed”
afterwards.
If the white horse is an analogue for cognition of external things, and
therefore representative of human nature responding to social institutions,
one can easily guess why Gongsun Long declared there is no yi in er or
part in whole; human nature is transformed through social interaction, so
there is no baby in the adult or freshman in the sophomore. According to
Mozi, before accepting the Mohist doctrines a person might almost resemble
a beast as to his carnal desires, whereas one may afterwards be transformed
into a fiercely loyal ascetic, almost saintly in his abstinence. According to
Laozi, on the contrary, a baby as wholesome as a piece of un-carved wood
may become completely corrupt through life in the secular world. Whichever
way it went, the transformation was brought on by external stimuli and the
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nature one was endowed with at birth was completely changed, so that no
trace of it was left after the “fusion” with what came from outside.
In “On Understanding Transformation,” after the initial question and answer
concerning the part and whole,
Interlocutor: Is there yi in er?
Gongsun Long: There is no yi in er.32
the interlocutor finally asks,
Interlocutor: If the upper stroke has truly transformed, how can you call
it the upper stroke? If it truly has not transformed, how can you call it
transformed?33

Gongsun Long may answer either one way or the other; it has not
transformed so it is simply a slightly altered version of the “upper stroke,”
or it is no longer the upper stroke. Strangely, Gongsun Long has already
expressed his opinion on it a few sentences prior, even though he again
seems to use the term “upper stroke” in ambiguous ways.
Interlocutor: Is it admissible to say the transformed is not the untransformed?
Gongsun Long: Admissible34

The transformed, or er, is not the untransformed, or yi. In this case
of part and whole, the transformation took place the moment the two parts
were combined; as white or horse were considered parts of the white horse,
the moment the two were added, they too were transformed to white horse.
When a pagan is introduced to orthodox doctrine, after she has converted,
can the believer still be called pagan; in other words, is the pagan left in
the believer? When a bachelor is married and has a wife, can the man be
called a bachelor, or is there a bachelor in the married man?
Such a case of transformation of the inner person, described in the
Gonsun longzi as “addition” of the two parts, one of which is innate and the
other external, perfectly accords with the conditions of a part-whole ambiguity
where the part can no longer be found in the whole. As an analogue of human
nature, the calmness of the mind before external stimulus, although it may
32
33
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Gongsun longzi, “Tongbianlun”: “曰, ‘二有一乎?’ 曰, ‘二無一’.”
Gongsun longzi, “Tongbianlun”: “曰, ‘右苟變, 安可謂右? 苟不變, 安可謂變?’” 右, literally
the right side, is often seen as the upper stroke of the character that stands for er, as Classical
Chinese was written from right to left and from upwards to downwards, so that the upper
stroke was identified as the right side.
Gongsun longzi, “Tongbianlun”: “曰, ‘謂變非不變, 可乎?’ 曰, ‘可’.”
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share some characteristics with the “universal,” much as the mind in its
tranquil state might take the same shape from person to person, it is in some
ways very different from the Plato’s theory of Ideas, and is in no way foreign
to the Chinese mind. On the contrary, the Hundred Schools are known for
their disputes on what the human mind is in its ‘original state’, many of which
center around analogues of materials of undecided character, as we have seen.
Gongsun Long was another voice discussing the original nature of
humanity, like so many of the Hundred Schools. His cryptic dialogues,
although almost impossible for us in the 21st century to decipher, might have
been just enough for his contemporaries to quote and comment on.

3. Concluding Remarks
So much of research on the Gongsun longzi in the past century has centered
on whether Gongsun Long had indeed come up with a Chinese version of
the Plato’s theory of Ideas. Is it possible for the users of Classical Chinese
to identify the difference between the universal and the particular? Must one
think like the Chinese to understand why the white horse is not a horse,
or more fundamentally, what is the Chinese mind, and must one know the
Chinese mind to research the Hundred Schools?
Indeed, in order for people of the twenty-first century to understand
Gongsun Long, the importance of discussing ancient problems in modern
language is understandable, but it is equally important that it is debated in
relevance to its own setting. We will never understand any of the ideas of
the Hundred Schools correctly by contrasting them only against modern, or
ancient Greek ideas. Only by comparing Gongsun Long’s arguments against
his contemporaries or close predecessors—Xunzi, Later Mohists or even
Gaozi—will we be able to fully grasp his meaning.
Xunzi and Later Mohists used the technique of dual-definition of key
terms used in the human nature debate. This dual meaning is very important
in understanding the change of human from an uncouth creature to a highly
socialized being. This dual definition is closely resembled in Gongsun
Long’s “Zhiwulun.” The resemblance strongly hints that this chapter may
be understood as a discussion (albeit a cryptic one) on the transformation
of human nature, before and after external stimulus.
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Meanwhile, there are uncanny parallels between the chapters “Baimalun”
and “Zhiwulun.” Materials composed of undecided characteristics being
transformed into fixed objects through external intervention, and in some
cases the whiteness of different objects, are used as metaphors for human
nature in several documents of the Hundred Schools. This leads to the
conclusion that the White Horse Dialogue may be construed as an analogue
for Gongsun Long’s theory of human nature.
“White Horse is Not Horse” (bai ma fei ma 白馬非馬), “Cognition
is not Cognition [with objects]” (zhi fei zhi 指非指) and “the Transformed
is not the Untransformed” (bian fei bu bian 變非不變) so apparently Gongsun
Long believes human nature before stimulus is different from human nature
after stimulus. Nevertheless, it is never made clear whether he believes
education or training are mandatory to make humankind “better,” like Xunzi
or Mozi, or whether he takes the opposite line similar to Laozi or Zhuangzi
and claims nature itself is valuable as it is and should not be meddled with.
In this paper, I intentionally dealt only the first half of the Gongsun
longzi that Graham did not renounce as apocryphal, whose judgment has yet
to be substantially confronted. However, as Graham himself stated, the
difference in the usage of terms between the first and second half of the
document is not as grave as the fact that “there is little serious thought”
in the discarded half.35
Nonetheless, by understanding the White Horse as a metaphor for human
nature, it is possible to understand the latter half of the Gongsun longzi as
a significant contribution, while still bearing substantial resemblance to the
rest of the document both in logic and in use of language. The latter half
contains more clues concerning Gongsun Long’s understanding of human
nature and whether it has more to lose or gain by contact with outside
stimulus. I shall endeavor to prove this in subsequent papers, while
concluding this one by offering a new interpretation of the Gongsun longzi:
that it is in fact a document concerning the transformation the human mind
goes through by contact with the outside world.
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公孫龍子新釋
――比喻人性的白馬
鄭 旦 飛

中文摘要
直至目前爲止，以公孫龍爲題的論文偏向於討論“白馬非馬”詭辯是否與共相有關
的問題。對於此問題歷來大概有兩種主張：一爲在古漢語的語言特性上普遍者是不可
能的主張，另一爲雖然語言未能區別普遍者，但思考卻能的主張。然而，透過古希臘的
哲學概念來與中國古代思想的概念比較其異同並無意義。相反，我們應透過比較公孫龍
所使用的概念和諸子百家的概念去尋找其意義。
在〈指物論〉一篇當中我們可以找到公孫龍主張“指”具有與物結合起來之前和之後
的兩種不同的意思。這模式在《荀子》正名篇及《墨經》中提到的“知”、“能”、“性”等與
本性論相關的詞語當中也能發現到。考慮到不少注釋者認爲“指”讓人們聯想到概念的思
考能力，我們可得知〈指物論〉亦和“知”等相似，和人的內在資質以及因外部剌激而產生
的反應的重義性相關。這喚起人質疑人性根據外部剌激會如何變化的問題，即爲本性論
發展過程中的一個階段。
另外，從詞彙的使用狀況和論述展開的方法兩方面來看，〈指物論〉和〈白馬論〉兩
篇的模式相似。而在孟子與告子的論辯，以至墨家，荀子等跟本性有關的議論中，特性
未定的材料透過外部的介入而得以定下其模樣和方向的比喻經常出現。關於顏色未定
的馬和顏色已定的白馬的差別的 〈 白馬論 〉 詭辯 ，其實就是反映了外部介入之前和之
後，人性並不可能相同這一主張。
關鍵詞：公孫龍子，白馬論，人性，外部剌激，共相問題

